APPENDIX I- Questions for staff

1. Total hours that by average you are in the SBUK during a week……………
2. How much you walk by average each day ……………
3. What are the main departments that you refer to them in SBUK……………
4. How much is your satisfaction from parking lots in the SBUK……………
5. How much you devote each day to find a proper parking……………
6. How many times you refer to the SBUK during a week, please specify it by marking this
table

Time
Day

7:30-9:30 9:30-11:30 11:30-13:30 13:30-15:30 15:30-17:30

Saturday
Sunday
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday

7. Which parking lot you prefer to park in the SBUK?
Parking lot

Parking name

1

Mathematics (Z1)

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Engineering (Z2)
Dining hall (Z3)
Medical science (Z4)
Students' affairs (Z5)
Veterinary medicine (Z6)
Arts (Z7)
Agriculture (Z8)
Economics (Z9)

1

Preference

8. If all parking-lots are available, how do you prioritize them from 1 to 9 for
parking?
Parking lot

Parking name

1

Mathematics (Z1)

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Engineering (Z2)
Dining hall (Z3)
Medical science (Z4)
Students' affairs (Z5)
Veterinary medicine (Z6)
Arts (Z7)
Agriculture (Z8)
Economics (Z9)

2

Preference

Appendix II- Questions for students
9. Gender……………
10. Passenger car ownership……………
11. Age ……………
12. Education level ……………
13. Monthly income ……………
14. Total hours that by average you are in the SBUK during a week……………
15. How much you walk by average each day ……………
16. What are the main departments that you refer to them in SBUK……………
17. How much is your satisfaction from parking lots in the SBUK……………
18. How much you devote each day to find a proper parking……………
19. Suppose you have permission to park inside the SBUK, Which parking lot is your
choice……………
20. Suppose you have permission to park inside the SBUK, How long you will park……………
21. How many times you refer to the SBUK during a week, please specify it by marking this
table

Time
Day

7:30-9:30 9:30-11:30 11:30-13:30 13:30-15:30 15:30-17:30

Saturday
Sunday
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
22. Do you agree to pay charges for parking inside the SBUK ……………
23. Please identify the order of your priorities in choosing a parking based on this table?

3

parameters

priority

Cost of parking
Walking time to
destination
Time spent for finding
a proper parking

24. Suppose you should pay for a parking lot in SBUK. How much you prefer to pay for each
parking based on this table? If you do not park in a parking lot, also mention it.
Parking lot
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Parking name
Mathematics (Z1)
Engineering (Z2)
Dining hall (Z3)
Medical science (Z4)
Students' affairs (Z5)
Veterinary medicine (Z6)
Arts (Z7)
Agriculture (Z8)
Economics (Z9)

4

Charge

